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Rock Island Preservation Commission
Council Chambers (third floor) City Hall
1528 – 3rd Avenue
January 17, 2018
5:00 PM
1.

Call to Order and Roll Call

2.

Approval of the Written Agenda

3.

Approval of the Minutes from the November 15, 2017 meeting

4.

Comments on and Endorsement of the Best Building National Register of
Historic Places Nomination

5.

Update on Downtown District National Register of Historic Places
Nomination

6.

Other Business

7.

Adjournment

Preliminary
MINUTES
PRESERVATION COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 15, 2017
CITY HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS
MEMBERS PRESENT:

Leigh Ayers, Brent Bogen, Paul Fessler, John Daley, Elizabeth
DeLong, Linda Anderson, Robert Braun, Margaret Morse

MEMBERS ABSENT:

Sue Swords

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:

Jeff Dismer, Daryl Empen, Diane Oestreich, Wendy Rowand

STAFF PRESENT:

Ryan Berger, Miles Brainard

CALL TO ORDER:

Chair DeLong called the meeting to order at 5:01 PM.

AN ORDER APPROVING THE WRITTEN AGENDA
Anderson motioned to approve. Seconded by Fessler. Motion carried unanimously.
AN ORDER APPROVING THE MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
Braun motioned to approve the previous meeting minutes. Seconded by Ayers. Anderson asked to
include in the previous meeting minutes that the County Building Commission controls the County
Courthouse and says that land marking it will only delay its demolition. Motion as amended carried
unanimously. Staff will update the previous meeting minutes to reflect the changes.
OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
1. Discussion about nomination of downtown Rock Island as a National Register of Historic Places
district took place. Staff said they have been in contact with the SHPO and will work with them to
find grant funding for a consultant when and if one should be needed. Presently, staff is working
to establish preliminary district boundaries and to determine the build dates of the buildings
therein. The Commission said they wanted to proceed and would support the effort.
2. Oestriech provided an update on work at Hauberg. She mentioned that temporary downspouts at
Hauberg may need a certificate of appropriateness. The pillar at the beginning of the drive with an
H on it has been damaged by the City and will need to be repaired.
3. Landmarks Illinois is thinking about visiting the Quad Cities in the spring.
ADJOURNMENT:
Chair DeLong asked for a motion to adjourn. Morse moved to adjourn. Daley seconded the motion. The
motion carried on a vote of 9-0. The meeting was adjourned at 5:35 PM.
Minutes submitted by Miles Brainard.
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Staff Report
Community & Economic Development Department
To:
From:

Members of the Preservation Commission
Ryan Berger, Planning and
Redevelopment Administrator
Subject: Best Building National Register Nomination
Date:
January 17, 2018
Comment on National Register Nomination for Best Building
Classification: Nominee for Listing on National Register of Historic Preservation
Applicable Guidelines and Regulations
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, 16 U.S.C. 470a(c)
Staff Comments
The Best Building at 1701-03 2nd Avenue is being nominated for listing on the National Register
of Historic Places. Per the National Historic Preservation Act, the City of Rock Island may
comment on the nomination. Comment on the nomination should come from the Historic
Preservation Commission.
The nomination makes a Criteria C argument stating that the Kahn Company system of
reinforced concrete construction is of historic value. It further argues that the high degree of
integrity of the building’s exterior elevations preserve the character of the building and are a
connection to the commercial past of downtown Rock Island.
Planning staff have reviewed the nomination materials and have no concerns with the proposed
listing. It is staff’s opinion that the proposed listing would benefit the community and historic
preservation efforts therein.
Recommended Motion
Move to endorse the National Register Nomination for the Best Building as described above.
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NPS Form 10-900

OMB No. 1024-0018

United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service

National Register of Historic Places
Registration Form
This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts. See instructions in National Register Bulletin, How
to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form. If any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for
"not applicable." For functions, architectural classification, materials, and areas of significance, enter only categories and subcategories from the
instructions. Place additional certification comments, entries, and narrative items on continuation sheets if needed (NPS Form 10-900a).

1. Name of Property
historic name

Best Building

other names/site number

Cleaveland Building, VanDerGinst Building

Name of Multiple Property Listing

n/a

(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing)

2. Location
street & number 1701-03 Second Avenue

not for publication

city or town Rock Island

vicinity

state

Illinois

county

Rock Island

zip code 61201

3. State/Federal Agency Certification
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,
nomination
request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for
I hereby certify that this
registering properties in the National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements
set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
meets
does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this property
In my opinion, the property
be considered significant at the following level(s) of significance:
national
statewide
local
Applicable National Register Criteria:

A

B

C

D

Signature of certifying official/Title: Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer

Date

Illinois Historic Preservation Agency
State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government
In my opinion, the property

meets

does not meet the National Register criteria.

Signature of commenting official

Title

Date

State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government

4. National Park Service Certification
I hereby certify that this property is:
entered in the National Register

determined eligible for the National Register

determined not eligible for the National Register

removed from the National Register

other (explain:)

Signature of the Keeper

Date of Action
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5. Classification
Ownership of Property

Category of Property

Number of Resources within Property

(Check as many boxes as apply.)

(Check only one box.)

(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

Contributing

x private

x building(s)

public - Local
public - State
public - Federal

Noncontributing

1

buildings
site
structure

district
site
structure

object

1

object

Total

Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register

n/a
6. Function or Use
Historic Functions

Current Functions

(Enter categories from instructions.)

(Enter categories from instructions.)

Commerce: Department Store

Vacant/Not In Use

Commerce: Business

7. Description
Architectural Classification

Materials

(Enter categories from instructions.)

(Enter categories from instructions.)

Commercial Style

foundation:

Classical Revival

walls:

Brick

roof:

Synthetic

other:

Terra Cotta

Concrete
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Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe contributing and noncontributing resources if
applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style,
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has historic integrity).

Summary Paragraph
The Best Building is a five-and six-story commercial building located at 1701-1707 Second Avenue in
Rock Island, Illinois. The building’s design is in the Classical Revival style, with noticeable Commercial
Style (“Chicago School”) influences in its large windows, three-part vertical division and expression of its
structural grid. The building was designed in 1908 by Clausen & Clausen of Davenport, Iowa, the bestknown architectural firm in the region. It was constructed by Peoria contractors Valentine Jobst & Sons.
The building has an early example of a fireproof concrete frame, with reinforced concrete columns and
girders. The floor slabs consist of clay tile laid between girders, and the structural walls are of hollow clay
tile and common brick. The foundation is also concrete. The exterior is clad with manganese-spotted
dark brown brick at the first story and buff brick at the upper stories. There is a deep modillioned copper
cornice. The building has a rectangular footprint at the ground level. Above the second story, the floor
plan is U-shaped, with a light well facing 17th Street to the west. The floor levels are differentiated in each
wing above the second story, with three upper stories to the north of the light well and four upper stories
to the south. This division articulates the separate uses of the two sides of the building, with tall-ceilinged
department store levels on the north and lower-ceilinged office space to the south. The building
possesses integrity, with its definitive architectural features intact and legible. There have been some
exterior alterations, and the interior layout reflects a highly modified floorplan. Some interior elements are
intact, including the location of hallways on the office side of the building, the tin ceiling on the second
story, many wood and terrazzo floors, and the lobby, which was remodeled in the 1930s or 1940s.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Narrative Description

Setting
The Best Building is sited at the northeast corner of Second Avenue and 17th Street in downtown Rock
Island approximately one and a half blocks south of the Mississippi River. An alley runs along the north
side of the building, and the east side of the building is connected at the first two and a half stories to a
smaller historic building on Second Avenue. A row of historic buildings is across the street to the south,
and a long glass and metal paneled mid-20th-century building is across the street to the west. The
immediate vicinity is one of the densest sections of downtown Rock Island.
Exterior
The Best Building has two primary elevations (see photograph 1 and figure 3). Both the south and west
elevations originally had a main entrance into the department store space, and the elevation lobby was
accessed from an additional entrance at the south elevation.
The south elevation faces Second Avenue. This elevation is divided into four bays and is six stories high.
The two center bays are slightly wider than the two outer bays. At the first story, the four bays are framed
by variegated dark brown manganese-spotted brick piers. The piers’ bases are limestone, and limestone
runs across the top of the openings. The first and third bays are occupied by aluminum storefront
systems over black granite bulkheads. The second bay is similarly detailed, but there is a pair of
recessed glass double doors leading into the department store space. Historically, this was a main
entrance with a double-leaf entrance flanked by sidelights beneath the transom, with a glass canopy
3
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suspended by wire rope from the building wall (see figures 3 and 15). The canopy and original entrance
configuration are both gone. Cloth canopies are over the right three bays; the left bay retains the metal
structure for the canopy but the cloth is missing. At the fourth bay, brown brick recesses back to a pair of
non-historic glass doors with sidelights and transom.
Above a limestone course, the second story begins the upper stories’ use of buff brick. Every sixth and
seventh course of brick is recessed to create a rusticated feel. Tall openings, one per bay, are wide
enough to accommodate multiple windows. Originally the wood sash windows were configured in wide
pairs with transoms at the outer bays and Chicago-style windows with transom lights at the center two
bays. Today’s aluminum replacements are pairs or paired 1/1s (four per opening) with colored panels
instead of transom lights above. Over the windows, the rusticated pattern of the brick flares upward to
suggest the voussoirs of a flat arch; at the center of each is a limestone keystone. Another limestone
course caps the second story.
Floors three through six are designed as a single unit. Brick piers define the bays; the outer piers are
rusticated, following the pattern established at the second story. The window planes are recessed, and
the piers between them rise to a shallow arch over the window bays. The window openings themselves
are separated so there are two per bay. There is more space between the windows at the two, wider
center bays. Each of the window openings is filled with an aluminum window with a tall upper sash and a
short, horizontal lower sash. A historic photo indicates that in the original wood windows, the bottom
sashes were taller than the upper sashes.
The sixth floor is crowned with a copper cornice which features roundels on the frieze and heavy
modillions at the eaves. At either end of the façade, large (story-high) stylized terra cotta compositions
appear to drop down from the cornice. These vertical expressions are inspired by the parts of a column
or of a cornice. The top section is square and is the height of roughly 12 ½ courses of brick. In the center
is a stylized quatrefoil flower in a square recessed panel. The center section is slightly narrower than the
square, and is inspired by the shaft section of a column or the frieze section of a cornice. It is the height
of approximately 29 courses of brick. This section features a recessed rectangular panel. Like the
section above it, it is flush with the brickwork to either side.
The bottom section of the terra cotta projects out slightly from the face of the brick. At its base are three
guttae on a terra cotta panel, representing the bottom section of a cornice. This entire bottom section is
the height of 14 courses of brick.
The west elevation of the exterior, which faces 17th Street, uses the same materials and vertical
composition as the south. This elevation is wider, and one of its most prominent features is the light well
above the second floor. The first floor is clad with spotted brown brick and has ten bays. Because the
bays at the left are wider than those at the right, the entrance at the 5th bay is centered. The recessed
entrance is one step above grade. Paired non-historic half-light doors are set back in a surround of wood
or woodlike paneling. This bay and the five storefront bays to its right are covered with awning frames;
the far right storefront (at the 10th bay) is missing the cloth from its awning. The configuration of
limestone at the pier bases and over the storefronts is the same as that of the south elevation, but on this
side the windows are much narrower (only two vertical panes instead of four). To the left of the centered
entrance, the brown brick wall is mostly blind. Instead of storefronts, as at the right bays, this section of
wall has small horizontal windows place high in the first story. The capping limestone course that
separates the first from second story runs across the full elevation.
The second story is organized in the same way as the south elevation, with rusticated brick forming
courses and voussoirs. The windows all have stone keystones. The entrance bay rises to a segmental
arch, capped with cream colored terra cotta, at the base of the light well. To the left of the entrance bay,
4
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the four bays have replacement paired 1/1 windows at the two inner bays, and single 1/1s at the first and
fourth bays. The right five bays have narrow pairs of 1/1s. All of the windows (as at the south elevation)
have colored panels over them instead of transom lights.
Above the second story, the floor levels to either side of the light well vary. This results in three additional
tall stories at the left side of the well, and four shorter stories at the right side. (The height of the building
is consistent at the roofline.) The taller floor-to ceiling heights at the north side of the building represent
its use as a spacious department store, while the south side’s lower ceilings reflect its use as offices. Left
of the light well at the north half of the building, the four wide bays of the third story have windows that
are the same as those at the second story. The fourth story windows above them are slightly shorter.
The fifth story windows are shorter still and terminate in segmental arches.
To the right of the light bay at the south side of the building, the upper four stories possess 1/1 windows
of uniform height, similar (or identical) to the upper story windows at the south elevation. Both halves of
the west elevation possess the same cornice and stylized terra cotta features as the south elevation.
The north elevation of the Best Building faces the alley; since the demolition of the building to its north
(date unknown), this elevation has been exposed to public view (see photograph 2). In 1992, artist
Richard Haas painted a trompe l’oeil mural featuring a three-story image of Black Hawk. The mural
creates the appearance of a continuation of the design elements of the two front elevations: a brown
base, rusticated brick second story, and copper cornice. The third of the five bays, a blind bay above the
first story, is designed to look like a two-story projecting bay as a base for a niche featuring a three-story
statue of Black Hawk. The parapet wall above this bay is built up in a segmental arch to complete the
illusion of a projecting bay.
All of the windows at this elevation are housed in segmental arched openings. The three left first story
windows may be original, with three-light upper sashes and three-light transoms over a boarded lower
sash. At the left bay at grade there is a metal and glass door with a large sidelight. A concrete
foundation is visible at this elevation.
Interior
The building’s interior shows abundant display of the reinforced concrete construction, with structural
columns, vaulted floor slabs and clay tile walls visible on all levels. Generally, the building shows its
alterations above the first floor, where an incomplete adaptive reuse project started by a previous owner
entailed removal and reconfiguration of partitions in the office building wing, and construction of new
partitions within the department store wing. New partitions are constructed of steel studs with hung
gypsum board, and thus are reversible for a future more historically-informed rehabilitation project.
On the first floor, the former department store retail space (gutted) and the formal elevator lobby are the
defining public areas . Most of the west side of the first story is occupied by the original department store
space (see photograph 3). This area has full transparency of storefront windows in historic channels, and
a voluminous sense of space. There are two sets of exterior doors, one at the south elevation and one
at the west elevation. Exposed square concrete columns indicate the structural grid that supports the
building. The elevator lobby is in the southeast corner of the building. Accessed from the street by inner
and outer paired glass doors, the lobby evinces a modern appearance from a remodeling that took place
circa 1950.1 Walls are travertine, and the floor is geometric patterned terrazzo laid in four colors (see
photograph 4). The two elevators are along the east wall; the west wall includes inset glass display
cabinets. Beyond the elevator lobby to the north, two doors along the east wall lead to stairs (one set
1

The date of the remodeling is unknown, but it took place after the publication of 1950 updates to the original 1906 Sanborn
map. No plans were found on file with the original architect’s firm.
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going up and another to the basement). Beyond this historic lobby, there is modern partitioning at the
eastern side of the building. A door leads into an office space and a corridor runs along the east wall.
On the east side of the building, there are located elevator lobbies above the main lobby. These elevator
lobbies and flanking fire stairs occupy the vacated chase where the original office staircase was located.
Plans show that the staircase was in a U-configuration with landings, and was open to each floor. The
elevators and new stairs most likely date to circa 1950. At the north end of this elevation, the original
public staircase for the department store is intact above the first floor level, where is historic U-shape has
been modified with a straight run of stairs and intermediary landing along the east wall (see figures 4 and
10).
The department store sections are evident in the first floor and basement areas, which retain open areas
used for retail. At its opening, the Young & McCombs Department store used all of the first two stories, all
or part of the basement, and the north side of floors three, four and five. China and cut glass were
located in the basement; a soda fountain and the men’s department and accessories were located on the
first floor; the second floor included ladies’ clothes and millinery; the third floor included carpets, draperies
and wallpaper; the fourth floor was the restaurant; and the fifth floor held company offices and storage.
Since the staircase provided public circulation within the department store, it was designed to be refined
and open for visibility within the building (see photographs 6 and 7). The staircase has a decorated
balustrade, steel treads and risers and sense of its past use. However, the staircase is contained by
partition walls at the floor landings where it once was open. Retention of the staircase allows the building
to demonstrate the past use of this north wing, however. The staircase is one of the key elements
identifying the public retail use of the building, along with the first floor open retail space.
The historic layout of each wing placed the open plan department store levels on the north, and the
cellular office wing arranged around L-shaped corridors on the south (see figures 10, 11 and 12). These
wings were internally divided with no through access. Today the wings have been joined with through
corridors that have required steel ramps placed at each floor above the second floor (see figures 4, 5, 6,
7, 8 and 9).
The upper stories were divided into apartments in 2014, but this project was never completed. All historic
partitions were demolished, even around the elevator lobbies. None of the partitions in place is original.
All new framing consists of steel studs covered in gypsum board. Most constructed units have new
manufactured door units in openings, as well as kitchen and bathroom fixtures. In some places, the
delamination of the plaster from exterior walls led to an intentional design choice: exposed brick (and in
some cases, hollow clay tile) next to jagged edges of plaster (see photograph 9). Throughout the upper
floors, even with new construction, the concrete structural system is evident – interior columns, girders
and exterior engaged columns are exposed and painted (see figures 13 and 14).
At the second story, the apartment units line a U-shaped hall which connects the elevators at the south
end of the building with the freight elevator against the north wall and staircase near the north end of the
east wall (see photograph 5). At this level, original tin ceilings of the department store are intact. Above
the second story, most floors have the same plan, with variations in detailing. The corridor makes a Ushape around the light well (see figure 5). At the south corridor, there are three units along the south
exterior wall and two along the light well. At the north corridor, there are two (larger) units along the north
exterior wall and two along the light well. An additional unit is set against the east exterior wall. Because
there are more stories at the south half of the building than the north, there is a half-story sandwiched
into the south side between the 4th and top stories. This half-story has the same plan as the floors above
and below.
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At the south half of the building where offices were located, the corridor follows the path of the original
office corridor, although in the new plan it is narrowed. At the 4th and 5th stories on this side, original
terrazzo floors are intact in the corridor. In a few sections of the north side of the building, wood floors
are exposed. Most of the former department store appears to have been covered in the mid-20th century
with 8” square tiles, now removed although their traces are visible on the exposed subfloor.
Integrity
The Best Building retains integrity sufficient to display the traits for which the building meets local
significance under Criterion C. The building’s reinforced concrete structural system is fully intact,
demonstrating enduring fireproof construction. The exterior elevations have seen few major changes
since construction. The loss of historic windows, department store entrance and canopy are mitigated by
the clear legibility of all historic storefront and window openings, and the clear sense of the retail display
function of the first floor. With these changes evincing a minor visual impact, the exterior of the building is
mostly intact and retains its original design, materials, workmanship, feeling, and location. The builfing
setting has seen typical changes for a downtown location, including a parking lot now occupying the site
to the north and the painting of that elevation which had not originally been prominently displayed.
The building’s associations have also changed over time; the Best Building contained offices and a
department store for the first seven decades of its existence. Today, its interiors reflect some of the
historic uses in the open plan first floor, office and elevator lobbies, department store staircase and
material evidence including terrazzo flooring and pressed tin ceilings. Alterations in interior plan impact
interior integrity, but do not conceal or alter the important structural system of the building. Moreover, the
Best Building is in very good condition.
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property
for National Register listing.)

County and State

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions.)

Architecture
A

Property is associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.

B

Property is associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past.

x C

D

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high
artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.
Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

Period of Significance

1908

Significant Dates

1908

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:
A

Owned by a religious institution or used for religious
purposes.

B

removed from its original location.

C

a birthplace or grave.

D

a cemetery.

E

a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F

a commemorative property.

G

less than 50 years old or achieving significance
within the past 50 years.

Significant Person
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)

n/a
Cultural Affiliation (if applicable)

n/a

Architect/Builder

Clausen & Clausen, architects
Valentine Jobst & Son, builder
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance, applicable criteria,
justification for the period of significance, and any applicable criteria considerations).

The Best Building, located at 1701-1707 Second Avenue in downtown Rock Island, Illinois, is eligible for listing
in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion C in the area of ARCHITECURE. The Best Building
represents the arrival of reinforced concrete structural engineering in Rock Island commercial architecture, and
was the city’s tallest example in the first year that method of construction arrived in Rock Island. Constructed in
1908, the building was designed by Clausen & Clausen, the leading architectural firm of Davenport, Iowa, and
employs sophisticated design that demonstrates a modern articulation of the building structure. Peoria-based
Valentine Jobst & Sons, one of Illinois’ largest construction companies in the era, built the building. At the time
of completion, the Best Building was one of several buildings that transcended the low commercial blocks of
downtown to build a true skyline of taller modern buildings. Today, the Best Building remains one of the tallest
buildings in downtown Rock Island, surpassed only by the Fort Armstrong Hotel. The building’s architectural
influence can be seen in several subsequent buildings that utilized reinforced concrete structures and furthered
the trend toward taller downtown commercial buildings. The building displays minor changes in its exterior
integrity, and displays all attributes that made it a significant work of local architecture upon completion. The
period of significance is limited to the date of construction, 1908.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of significance.)

Early Reinforced Concrete Architecture in the United States
By the time that the Best Building was completed, the use of reinforced concrete to build commercial building
structures was perfected. Reinforced concrete allowed American architects a reliable fireproof construction, an
economical method of achieving greater height and an opportunity to use modern cost-efficient and
aesthetically-modern exterior curtain walls. Reinforced concrete overcame limits in the use of bearing wall
construction, which required combustible milled structures and floors and also limited building heights.
Furthermore, reinforced concrete was far less expensive than structural steel. As American cities’ central
business districts witnessed rising land values in the early twentieth century, methods of achieving maximum
rents through tall forms became necessary.
The modern use of reinforced concrete in architecture began in 1867 when French gardener Joseph Monier
obtained patents for beams and posts on roadways and bridges. Monier began designing entire bridge
structures in the material, despite having no formal engineering training.2 Engineer Francois Hennebique first
used concrete to fireproof structural steel beams in 1879, and eventually patended a reinforced concrete
building structural system in 1892.3 German engineer G.A. Wayss had patented Monier’s techniques in 1879,
as the Wayss-Monier System. By then, American William E. Ward had designed and built a reinforced
concrete house at Port Chester, New York by 1875.4 Ernest Ransome, and engineer and architect employed at
a cast stone (concrete stone) manufacturer in San Francisco, began experimenting with application of the
European ideas in the United States. However, architectural historian Donald Friedman notes that Americans
were resistant to the advent of reinforced concrete, despite the availability of structural engineering reports and
2

Mete Sozen, Toshikatsu Ichinose and Santiago Pujol, Principles of Reinforced Concrete Design (Boca Raton, Fla.: CRC Press, 2014),
p. 1.
3
Sozen, Ichinose and Pujol, p. 1.
4
Sozen, Ichinose and Pujol, p 2.
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theory from Europe.5 In the 1890s, as the Chicago School ushered in commercial modernism in the United
States, the use of reinforced concrete for large buildings was nearly unknown and the technology frequently
dismissed with skepticism.6
Ransome continued to develop ideas leading to a full column and beam “system” that would allow for the entire
structure of a building to be fireproof concrete. The development of patented systems assuaged public fears
that new materials were unsafe, or that builders would not build the structures to safe standards. Subsequent
reinforced concrete structures often came through mass-made “systems,” where engineers could specify
elements from catalogs that ensured fast fabrication, standardized quality and patented joining systems that
had to be scientifically tested to receive a United States Patent. Ransome had pioneered reinforced concrete
structural systems for industrial architecture in the 1880s and 1890s.
The earliest major works of reinforced concrete architecture were industrial. When a terrible fire in 1902 left his
concrete-framed Pacific Coast Borax Refinery in Bayonne, New Jersey (1897) largely unscathed, interest in
use of reinforced concrete structures in fire-prone industrial buildings grew. Ransome’s United Shoe Machinery
Plant in Beverly, Massachusetts (1903) was the largest reinforced concrete industrial building built to date.7
Early forms were built in place, with concrete poured on site. This method of building proved slow. Ransome
eventually patented the Ransome Unit System, which allowed for all columns, beams and girders to be precast
and brought to a construction site already made.8 The precast members could be hoisted into place very
quickly. Lightweight poured floor slabs utilized wire mesh or mortared clay tile beds.9 Alongside Ransome,
other manufacturers developed patented precast elements, rolled wire mesh for floors (the Clinton System
offered 300 foot rolls by 1906), mass produced reinforcing rods and other elements.
Engineer Julius Kahn of Detroit had already developed a modular structural system of concrete columns and
beams, patented in 1902. Kahn developed “trussed steel bars” with flanges that could be inserted between
concrete beams to offset shear forces, as well as hooping to reinforce columns and metal netting to reinforce
floor slabs and upright partitions.10 Kahn’s brother, noted architect Albert Kahn, employed the “Kahn system”
sold through the Kahn Company throughout his career to design dozens of American factories. Meanwhile,
engineer C.A.P. Turner developed a slab and column concrete structural system that eliminated the need for
beams altogether.11 First employed in Turner’s Johnson-Bovey Building in Minneapolis (1906), an office
building, Turner’s system was called the “mushroom cap system” due to the appearance of the caps Turner
designed for his rounded columns. Turner patented his system in 1908. Turner’s system allowed for faster
construction of fireproof industrial and commercial buildings, while also making it easier for non-architects in
the building trades to design these buildings (saving even more money).
The first major American commercial building to employ a reinforced concrete structure was the column and
beam Ingalls Building in Cincinnati (1903; Elzner & Anderson, architects).12 A 16-story speculative office block,
5
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the Ingalls Building demonstrated that the new structural method could still be concealed behind street-facing,
proper architect-designed elevations. Thus investors learned that the new technology was safe, affordable, fast
and had no impact on the building envelope design necessary to attract tenants to a commercial building. The
architectural profession was slightly wary of reinforced concrete at first, however, because of the use of
structural systems that relegated the architect’s office to designing only exterior elevations, layouts and
ornament. According to architectural historian Amy Slaton, most American reinforced concrete industrial
buildings that avoided masonry cladding built between 1900 and 1930 were designed by engineers without the
participation of trained architects.13 Commercial buildings tended to utilize architects to design artistically
sophisticated facades, while engineers (often working for one of the “systems” or for the general contractor)
designed the structures. By 1910, the use of reinforced concrete was “generally accepted” in commercial and
industrial architecture, and most architects could work with the method of construction.14
When Clausen & Clausen designed the Best Building, commercial architecture for taller urban buildings had
undergone a considerable refinement since the first “skyscraper” rose in Chicago in 1883. William Le Baron
Jenney’s Home Insurance Building (1883-1885) brought forth the first use of steel framing and a break from
academic classicism in styling. The steel frame had liberated commercial buildings from heavy appearances
and necessarily smaller window openings. Subsequent works of commercial architecture, including Louis
Sullivan’s Wainwright Building (1891) in St. Louis, explored the artistic potential of new steel forms, and broke
with classical conventions. Soaring commercial buildings that, no matter what their style of ornament,
embraced expression of their gridded steel skeletons and their thin outer “curtain” walls comprise the “Chicago
School” movement in American architecture. Structural technology was far more important than style in
defining the new American tall commercial building.15
Reinforced concrete building technology’s economy and quality allowed for the development of tall commercial
buildings in smaller cities, where land values often were not high enough to support full steel construction. The
Best Building fits into a group of reinforced concrete buildings rising across Illinois in cities that had never seen
such tall structures before. Comparable buildings include the 12-story Ziock Building in Rockford (1913; NR
2010); the six-story Murphy Building in East St. Louis (2909; NR 2014 in the Downtown East St. Louis Historic
District; demolished, 2015); the 8-story Hofmann Tower in Riverside (1908; NR 1978); the 13-story Bresee
Tower in Danville (1917 and the six-story Wood Building in Benton (1919). These buildings employ a variety of
styles and varying reinforced concrete structural systems (mostly column and beam methods). Despite
different styles and structures, all of these buildings share typological similarities in height, fireproof
construction and emphasis of window grids in façade design.16
The Best Building: A Tall Modern Building in Rock Island
When Louis P. Best announced the new building, the early press reception announced that this was a
significant project. Of course, Best aimed to build a remarkable building by hiring his friend and long-time
collaborator Frederick G. Clausen to serve as architect. Clausen’s acumen meant that the project would
produce a high-quality building. However, few could have predicted the significance. The Rock Island Argus
and Daily Union was superlative in its article announcing the project on March 28, 1908. The article declared
13
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that the proposed Best Building was to be the “biggest and most complete business block in all of the three
cities” (Rock Island, Davenport and Moline implied) and that “the significance is of such import that it is hardly
necessary to dwell upon it.”17 The article noted the building’s height, mass and reinforced concrete
construction.
Prior to the advent of reinforced concrete, Rock Island had not seen any modern tall commercial buildings rise
in its downtown save the Harms Hotel (1902), which at five stories had been the tallest building in the city. Yet
the Harms Hotel was of bearing wall masonry construction, making it the pinnacle of the older building
technology that had proliferated two-part commercial buildings across the city’s downtown. None of these
buildings was particularly tall, even larger buildings like the Peter Fries Building (1902) at 1903-5 Second
Avenue or the State Bank Building (1891) at the northwest corner of Second Avenue and 17th Street. The
buildings preceding the introduction of reinforced concrete showed their gravity-weighted masonry structural
compositions, and while often elegant, did not reach toward the sky. A 1909 postcard view of downtown
looking southeast from near the Best Building site shows the Safety Building rising above a group of mostly
two-and three-story buildings.18 A postcard view of Second Avenue dating to some year between 1910 and
1915 shows the Best Building rising above a street of smaller two-part commercial blocks, the only one of
which comes close is a four-story block.19 The reinforced concrete wave brought the city truly tall commercial
buildings.
Indeed, Best and Clausen planned a significantly modern building with the new Best Building. The Safety
Building, a six-story office block that opened in 1908, was the city’s first major reinforced concrete building.
Best’s building was going to be larger and slightly taller. The use of the new technology of reinforced concrete
attracted considerable interest, and the notice of bid for construction carried in many national outlets. When
Best let the project for bid, 14 companies bid on the project.20 The building’s specifics were impressive and
substantial: a 150’ by 90’ block, six stories tall, space for offices and a department store, air conditioning and a
massive chiller plant, fireproof construction mandated.21 The local press had eagerly reported on the
competition to build such a massive modern building.22
Reinforced concrete’s rise came forward when architects of downtown office buildings and department stores
sought to renew the use of ornamental and formal traits rooted in classicism. The Best Building synthesizes the
potential of the new structure with the recurrent classicism. The architect of the Best Building, Frederick G.
Clausen (1848-1940), would have been attentive to the trends. His practice embraced the periodization of
classical influence between 1880 and 1920. Clausen was not a sectarian devotee of any style, but rather an
accomplished and versatile designer (the type often dubbed “client-driven” by historians who overlook the
demonstrated skill and training inherent in working across styles). Clausen was a friend of Best, as well as the
most prominent architect in the Quad Cities at the time.23 Clausen was born in Germany, training in
architecture there before moving to Davenport, Iowa in 1869. He opened his architectural firm in 1871.
17
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Between 1895 and 1904, he practiced with Park T. Burrows and James P. Hubbell. From 1904 until 1914,
Frederick Clausen and his son Rudolph (1878-1961) practiced as Clausen & Clausen. After his father’s
retirement, Rudolph added other partners to the firm and finally retired in 1933.24 A successor firm, Studio 483,
currently maintains offices in both Rock Island and Davenport.25
Whether Clausen designed the structural system or whether the contractor or an engineer designed it is
unknown. The architectural drawings for the building from Clausen’s office specifies a concrete structural
system based on patented innovations of its time. The building made use of reinforced concrete columns and
beams on a modular plan, showing the influence of patented systems but not adopting any particular one. The
concrete floor slabs had backing hollow clay tile. Exterior walls were made of reinforced clay tile and brick, and
interior partitions were made of clay tile. The structure was fully fireproof. The cross-sections of the structural
girders show that the steel reinforcement rods were formed to make diagonal rising ends that transferred shear
loads away from the centers (figure 22). The shear bars were repeated in the same form. The reinforcement
design thus diminished stress in the centers of each beam or girder. At the Best Building, there are single
shear bar ends intersecting interval upright bars. The system of the building adheres to no other recorded
patented system, so represents the architect or engineer’s translation.
The builder of the Best Building, Valentine Jobst and Sons of Peoria, would have built the structure, and may
have assisted in its design. In May 1908, Best chose the firm to build the new business block, nudging out
bigger firms including the James Stewart Company of St. Louis.26 Valentine Jobst & Sons was already an
accomplished construction company, and had been in business since 1901.27 The firm’s many works include
the Illinois Supreme Court Building in Springfield; the United States Courthouse and Post Office buildings in
Galesburg, Illinois, Joplin, Missouri, Pekin, Illinois, Jacksonville, Illinois and Wichita, Kansas; the Champaign
County Courthouse in Champaign, Illinois; the Logan County Courthouse in Lincoln, Illinois; several academic
buildings at the University of Illinois campus in Champaign, Illinois; the Hotel Davenport in Davenport, Iowa;
the Schipper & Block Department Store in Peoria, Illinois; the National Home for Soldiers in Danville, Illinois;
the Public Library in Decatur, Illinois; the Southern Illinois Hospital for the Insane in Anna, Illinois; the First
National Bank Building in Champaign Illinois; and the Soldiers and Sailors Home in Quincy, Illinois.28
Construction of the Best Building attracted press attention. The start of construction of the reinforced concrete
forms merited at least one article’s attention.29 Toward completion, the Rock Island Argus and Daily Union
opined that the completion of the Best Building marked a major turning point in downtown Rock Island’s
trajectory.30 The newspaper posed that completion of the Best Building following construction of the Safety
Building and the remodeling of People’s National Bank Building constitutes a “fine impetus” for more major
buildings to rise.31 The article does not distinguish between reception of the Best or Safety buildings as
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stronger, and states that both were significant accomplishments advancing “modern” architecture in downtown
Rock Island.
The Best Building immediately influenced residential design in the future Quad Cities. While his eponymous
building was under construction, Louis P. Best had built a new personal residence in Davenport across the
river. There was no surprise that Best selected Clausen as the architect, but there was a surprise at Clausen’s
design: a fully fireproof, reinforced concrete two-and-a-half story dwelling. The Davenport Democrat declared
the dwelling to be “a distinct departure from the former methods of residence construction in the tri-cities,” and
no known precedent exists.32 The house utilized reinforced concrete columns and beams, concrete footings,
brick basement walls, stucco-clad structural clay block interior partitions and reinforced concrete floors with
hollow clay tile filler rows underneath. J. Sievers of Rock Island served as general contractors, and the
Concrete Engineering Company of Davenport poured the concrete and designed the forms.33
The Best Building was only Rock Island’s second reinforced concrete large commercial mixed-use building, but
several followed.34 The Best Building had closely followed the construction of the most directly comparable
building, the smaller Safety Building, also constructed in 1908.35 This building is located at 1800 3rd Avenue.
It has six stories, clad with brown brick at the ground level and buff brick at the upper stories (see figure 17). In
its detailing, the building displays a mix of classical motifs (represented by the anthemion-laden architrave at
the north elevation and the cornice’s scrolled brackets) and more modern designs (most notably, a geometric
raised brick pattern at the top two stories). Architect Olof Z. Cervin acknowledged that his Safety Building of
1908 was the first reinforced concrete building in the Quad Cities.36 The Safety Building was occupied first,
and was the tallest building in the city upon completion.37 The Best Building would top the Safety Building in
height, but otherwise the buildings compare to each other in form, massing, classically-ornamented gridded
formal elevations and articulation of their modern structural systems. The quick surpassing of the Safety
Building’s height by the Best Building illustrates the effect of reinforced concrete construction in building the
Rock Island skyline.
The Rock Island Bank Building, located at 230 18th Street, was built in 1914 with a reinforced concrete
structure (see figure 18).38 It is perhaps the city’s most directly Classically inspired office building; the first of its
five stories is a stone base with round-arched windows below brick cladding above. Built for the Central Trust
and Savings Bank as a four-bay building, the building was expanded to current size in 1926. The Rock Island
Bank Building shows a tendency against frank expression of structure at its base, while adhering to a Chicago
School grid above. Another comparable reinforced concrete bank building, the former Rock Island Savings
Bank Building at 18th Street and 3rd Avenue (1912), presented a Bedford limestone Greek temple façade that
concealed its modern structure, furthering the artistic severance of clear relation between structure and design.
The building was completely reclad in granite, enameled metal panels and brick in 1927 and today is the Telco
Building, home to television studios (see figure 120).39
32
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The Ann Goldman Building, located at 1629 2nd Avenue, is a five-story brown brick building comparable in
scale to the nominated building (see figure 19). The overall design of the building reflects alterations of the
1920s (apparently including the addition of the fifth floor). 40 Located on a prominent downtown corner, the
façade is four bays at one elevation and five at the other. With a storefront ribbon base, rise of gridded large
windows and upper cornice, the building seems to echo the Best Building nearby. However, the Ana Goldman
Building shows simply a stylistic influence on a building that also housed a major retailer, the Hill Furniture
Company, from 1923-27 (Sears occupied the building as department store starting in 1937).41 The frame of the
building is bearing masonry and some steel, with the building’s earliest parts dating to 1894 or even to the
1850s.42
The tallest reinforced concrete building in Rock Island, the Fort Armstrong Hotel (NR 1984), located at 1900
3rd Avenue was built in 1925-6 and shows that the artistic exploration of the reinforced concrete form was over
by the 1920s in Rock Island (see figure 21). The dark brock brown nine-story hotel, now used as apartments,
conforms to the Renaissance Revival style. Elaborate quoined window surrounds and other terra cotta
ornament adorn the walls, which also feature diaper pattern matte brick pattern work.43 The exterior of the Fort
Armstrong Hotel is not distinctly related to its structure, and in fact mimics historic bearing wall masonry
buildings from the Italian Renaissance. One could view the building and assume that it is truly of bearing
masonry, or steel framing, or reinforced concrete. None of these methods of construction is legible in elevation
design.
Louis P. Best and the Best Building
Rock Island received a major boost when the Chicago and Rock Island Railroad constructed the first bridge
across the Mississippi River in 1854. Downtown boomed through the early 20th century, undergoing many
phases of construction and rebuilding. The oldest extant building in downtown Rock Island dates to the 1860s;
some residential buildings in nearby neighborhoods still exist to represent the 1850s.44 Rock Island recorded a
population of 1,711 in its first Census enumeration in 1850, and a rise to 5,130 in 1860. The rate of population
increase remained above 17% per decade through 1920, with the average increase rate being 62.5%. Rock
Island’s growth was certain up through the Great Depression, with population decline only appearing in the
1970 Census.
Rock Island’s growth was abetted by the construction of the railroad bridge and the opening of the arsenal. The
arsenal first opened on the island in 1862 as a Confederate soldier war prison, and then was converted and
expanded into a facility for manufacturing and storing small armaments for the United States Army.45 The local
industrial economy early was dominated by the lumber milling industry that relied on the excellent water and
home/rock-island-savings-bank/. Accessed 7/25/2017).
40
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rail transportation lines.46 Eventually, after the Civil War, major farm implement manufacturers located in Rock
Island and Moline. By 1871, Rock Island counted two hotels downtown, a sign of business travel. The road-rail
Government Bridge was completed in 1896, and the rail Crescent Bridge in 1899, expanding trade to the west.
By the turn of the twentieth century, Rock Island’s downtown witnessed the rise of a competitive dry goods
retail market. Prior to the age of the department store, most retailers were small, specialized stores, often with
flexible pricing.47 Established in the 1840s, A. T. Stewart’s “dry goods emporium” in New York City is often
considered the progenitor of the modern department store. By the 1860s, Stewart had replaced his dry goods
emporium with a purpose-built department store dubbed “The Greatest Store in the World.” According to
author Vicki Howard,
Stewart helped establish three major principles of modern selling – the one-price system, rapid
stock turn, and departmentalized organization of goods…. Other early innovations during this
period included a purpose-built, multifloored building in a central location; a free entrance policy,
meaning customers could browse at will; customer services such as merchandise return,
delivery, restrooms, parcel wrapping, and checking; low markup; cash selling or short credit
terms; large sales volume; centralization of nonselling functions; and stock clearance through
bargain sales.48
By the 1880s, most major cities boasted at least one department store. The earliest extant purpose-built store
in the Rock Island metro area is the J. H. C. Petersen’s Sons Store across the river in Davenport, Iowa (1892;
NR 1983). Other companies doing business in Rock Island at the time include Young & McCombs and
McCabe’s. By 1910, the Rock Island City Directory listed two additional “department stores” which appear to
have been significantly smaller: the Mill Store and Harry Horblit’s store.49 Two stores (including Petersen’s)
were also listed in Davenport.
With the opening of its store in the Best Building in 1909, Young & McCombs became Rock Island’s premiere
retailer. Both Frank C. Young (b. 1862) and William S. McComb (b. 1859) had garnered extensive business
and retail experience by the time they opened their first store in 1894. Their first location was at 1727 Second
Avenue. In 1897, that building and two adjacent neighbors were demolished and a new building was
constructed for the store.50 The new Young & McCombs building contained 22,400 square feet of retail space,
making it likely the largest department store space upon opening.51 The building, however, was even more
noteworthy for its appearance than for its size. The front elevation of the three-story was starkly divided into
three bays, with large triple windows in opening above the storefront. Above the windows was an attic story
featuring porthole windows. The proportion of glazing to solid on the façade was nearly equal, marking a break
from reliance on older masonry forms. The building, however, relied on a traditional bearing wall structure,
which limited its height and tied it to Gilded Age engineering conventions for Midwestern commercial blocks.
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Young and McCombs outgrew its new building before a decade’s time, keeping pace with Rock Island itself.
The city rose from 19,463 residents in 1900 to 24,335 in 1910. By 1908, the department store entered into an
arrangement with businessman Louis P. Best, who purchased the Buford Block (on the same block as the
original store) and built a new home for Young & McCombs.52 Best became the eponymous investor in this real
estate project, which combined new, even larger retail space with a speculative office wing capitalizing on
downtown demand. Downtown Rock Island had steadily developed with new retail and office blocks in recent
years, ranging from the three-story retail block the London Building (1902) at 1715 2nd Street to the three-story
Elks Club Building at 111 18th Street (1908). None of these buildings had topped four stories, however.
Louis Best lived across the Mississippi River from Rock Island in Davenport, Iowa. Born in Germany in 1848,
he immigrated to New York City in 1869. After five years’ experience in business and as a chemist in a sugar
company, Best came to Davenport to run the Glucose Manufacturing Company. At his death in 1926, he was
remembered as the man who turned around the Glucose Manufacturing Company and built a second glucose
plant in Granite City, Illinois; as president of the Davenport Foundry & Machine Company; as a director of the
Citizen’s National Bank; head of the School Board; and co-founder of the Davenport Crematorium. One of his
obituaries specifically singled out his service as treasurer of Young & McCombs. 53
At the department store’s opening in 1909, its new building was heralded as “as fine a building as will be found
in any city of this size in the country.”54 Young and McCombs enjoyed a moment as the premiere department
store in Rock Island, although rising competition would follow. Reporting on the store’s opening, the Davenport
Daily Times called Young & McCombs’ new facility “the Marshal (sic) Fields of the Mississippi valley.”55 While
the new store may have been smaller than that famed establishment, the newspaper claimed it was “just as
magnificent.” Another article suggested that the opening “marked an epoch in the advancement of the city
from a commercial standpoint.” Subsequent investments in department store retail around downtown, including
expansion of chief rival McCabe’s Plunder Store at 1713 3rd Street, and S.S Kresge’s arrival in the late 1910s,
rendered the bombast of 1909 moot. By the 1920s, Rock Island had multiple major department stores, and
McComb and Youngs struggled to stay on top.
By 1922, Young & McCombs had been taken over by the head of the store’s main competitor, L. S. McCabe’s.
In 1923, a consortium of local businessmen calling themselves the Rock Island Department Store, Inc. bought
out the merchandise, fixtures, and lease.56 A few months later, the group sold a controlling interest to
Dubuque businessman C. F. Kurtz.57 The Kurtz Department Store was forced into bankruptcy in 1927 and was
purchased at auction by Moline residents David Brady and Abe Waxenburg.58 Montgomery Ward opened a
Davenport location in 1929,59 and in in the 1930s the chain expanded across the river. Brady-Waxenburg
moved down the street and Montgomery Wards took over the Best Buildings retail spaces.60 The store
operated as a Montgomery Wards into the mid-1970s, when it closed.61 Office use of the building continued
through the 1990s, and the building was known as the Cleaveland Building when it closed.
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Summary
The Best Building remains a great example of the earliest use of reinforced concrete in Rock Island
architecture, and is the city’s second-oldest example. With its modern structural system, the building was one
of the early buildings that introduced modern tall buildings to the city. Before the construction of the Best
Building, Rock Island had built a downtown of modest-sized commercial blocks. After the Best Building’s
construction, the city bloomed with other modern tall buildings, and developed a downtown skyline. The
building’s influence on structural technology were evident in both Rock Island and Davenport in following
years. Today the Best Building retains its features that allow it to demonstrate its architectural significance.
Rehabilitation is planned for the near future, where its exteriors would have historic fenestration largely
restores, and its interiors would be finally adapted into residential use while remaining historic fabric would be
retained and enhanced.

http://www.qconline.com/news/local/best-building-a-cornerstone-of-th-century-rock-island-business/article_b818ab75-d77a-5ac7-b6dd915513654b5e.html; accessed October 9, 2017.
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Previous documentation on file (NPS):
preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67 has been
requested)
previously listed in the National Register
previously determined eligible by the National Register

Primary location of additional data:
State Historic Preservation Office
Other State agency
Federal agency
Local government
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10. Geographical Data
Acreage of PropertyF 0.1
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage; enter “Less than one” if the acreage is .99 or less)
Latitude/Longitude Coordinates
Datum if other than WGS84:F
(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places)

1

3
Latitude 41.511244°

Longitude -90.575744°

Latitude

Longitude

2

Latitude

Longitude

Latitude

Longitude

4

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.)

The nominated property is a single parcel, described by the Rock Island County Assessor as lot 10 and west ½
lot 9 in Block 1 of Spencer and Case Addition.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.)

This is the entirety of the lot on which the Best Building was constructed. The lot boundaries have remained
the same since the time of construction.
11. Form Prepared By
name/title

Michael Allen and Lynn Josse

organization

Preservation Research Office

street & number
city or town

date 10 October 2017
telephone (314) 920-5680

3407 S. Jefferson Avenue #207

St. Louis

email michael@preservationresearch.com
state MO

zip code 63118

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:
•

GIS Location Map (Google Earth or BING)

•

Local Location Map

•

Site Plan

•

Floor Plans (As Applicable)

•

Photo Location Map (Include for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. Key all photographs to
this map and insert immediately after the photo log and before the list of figures).
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Photographs:
Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 3000x2000 pixels, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to the photograph number on the photo log. For simplicity,
the name of the photographer, photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn’t need to be labeled on every photograph.

Photo Log
Name of Property:

Best Building

City or Vicinity:

Rock Island

County:

Rock Island

Photographer:

Michael Allen

Date Photographed:

June 24, 2017 (1); September 2, 2016 (2-9)

State:

Illinois

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of camera:

Photo 1 of 9: View toward building looking northeast.
Photo 2 of 9: View toward building looking southeast.
Photo 3 of 9: View inside of office wing lobby, toward northeast.
Photo 4 of 9: View inside of first floor showing storefront windows, looking southwest.
Photo 5 of 9: Third floor hallway showing typical current condition.
Photo 6 of 9: Department store staircase at third floor looking northeast.
Photo 7 of 9: Department store staircase at fourth floor looking southeast.
Photo 8 of 9: Elevator lobby on fourth floor, looking southeast.
Photo 9 of 9: View of third floor northwest corner area, looking northwest.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a
benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 et seq.).
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 100 hours per response including time for reviewing
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect of
this form to the Office of Planning and Performance Management. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1849 C. Street, NW, Washington, DC.
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List of Figures
(Resize, compact, and paste images of maps and historic documents in this section. Place captions, with figure numbers above each image. Orient
maps so that north is at the top of the page, all document should be inserted with the top toward the top of the page.

1. Location Map (central Rock Island, Illinois).
2. Site Plan, with photo locations marked.
3. West elevation drawing, 1908.
4. First floor existing plan.
5. Second floor existing plan.
6. Third floor existing plan.
7. Fourth floor existing plan.
8. Fifth floor plans existing plan.
9. Sixth floor existing plan.
10. First and second floor plans as designed.
11. Third and fourth floor plans as designed.
12. Fifth and sixth floor plans as designed.
13. Interior of building showing exposed concrete structural system.
14. Interior of building showing exposed concrete structural system.
15. Historic postcard view of the Best Building.
16. Historic photpgraph of Best Building, undated.
17. Safety Building, view toward southeast.
18. The Rock Island Bank Building, view toward the northwest.
19. The Goldman Building, view toward the northwest.
20. Rock Island Savings Bank Building/Telco Building after completion and as it stands today.
21. The Fort Armstrong Hotel as it stands today, view toward southeast.
22. A comparison of the reinforced concrete girder of Julius Kahn’s patented system and cross-section of
girders from Clausen & Clausen’s drawings for the Best Building.
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 1: Location Map (central Rock Island, Illinois). Source: openstreetmap.org
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 2: Site Plan, with photo locations marked. Source: Google Maps.
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 3: West elevation drawing, 1908. Source: Frederick G. Clausen Collection. Special Collections,
Davenport Public Library.
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 4: First floor existing plan. Source: Design Build By Architects (2017).
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 5: Second floor existing plan. Source: Design Build By Architects (2017).
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 6: Third floor existing plan. Source: Design Build By Architects (2017).
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 7: Fourth floor existing plan. Source: Design Build By Architects (2017).
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 8: Fifth floor existing plan. Source: Design Build By Architects (2017).
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 9: Sixth floor existing plan. Source: Design Build By Architects (2017).
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 10: First and second floor plans as designed. Source: Clausen & Clausen Collection; Special
Collections, Davenport Public Library.
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 11: Third and fourth floor plans as designed. Source: Clausen & Clausen Collection; Special
Collections, Davenport Public Library.
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 12: Fifth and sixth floor plans as designed. Source: Frederick G. Clausen Collection; Special
Collections, Davenport Public Library.
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 13: Interior of building showing exposed concrete structural system. Source: Michael Allen photograph
taken June 20, 2016.
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Property name: Best Building
Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 14: Interior of building showing exposed concrete structural system. Source: Michael Allen photograph
taken June 20, 2016.
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 15: Historic postcard view of the Best Building. Source: Rock Island Preservation Society.
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 16: Historic photpgraph of Best Building, undated. Source: Rock Island Preservation Society.
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 17: Safety Building, view toward southeast. Source: Michael Allen photograph taken June 24, 2017.
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 18: The Rock Island Bank Building, view toward the northwest. Source: Michael Allen photograph, taken
June 24, 2017.
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 19: The Goldman Building, view toward the northwest. Source: Michael Allen photohgraph taken June
24, 2016.
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Figure 20: Rock Island Savings Bank Building/Telco Building after completion and as it stands today. Sources:
Rock Island Preservation Society (postcard view) and Wikipedia Commons (contemporary view).
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Figure 21: The Fort Armstrong Hotel as it stands today, view toward southeast. Source: Brandon Bartoszek
photograph on Flickr, taken July 8, 2016.
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Figure 22: A cross-section of girders from Clausen & Clausen’s drawings for the Best Building. Sources:
Structures (online magazine, article in blibiography) and the Special Collections Davenport Public Library
(1908).
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Illinois, County: Rock Island
Owner
Riverview Lofts LLC
2550 Middle Road Suite 300
Bettendorf, IA 52722
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Google Earth Map
Best Building
Rock Island (Rock Island), Illinois
Latitude: 41.511244°
Longitude: -90.575744°
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December 20, 2017
Name of Place:

Best Building
1701-03 Second Avenue
Rock Island – Rock Island County

Ryan Berger, Planning and Redevelopment Administrator
City of Rock Island
1528 Third Ave.
Rock Island, IL 61201
Dear Mr. Berger:
The aforementioned nomination(s) has/have satisfied the National Register standards for documentation by
the State Historic Preservation Office. Before the nomination(s) is/are presented to the Illinois Historic Sites
Advisory Council (IHSAC), however, you as a Certified Local Government have an opportunity to review,
comment, and solicit public remarks on the nomination as provided by 36 CFR, Part 61.
By these same regulations, you have the opportunity to advise why the subject place does or does not satisfy
the National Register criteria and explain the reasons for the advice. If the historic preservation commission’s
recommendation and that of the chief elected official are not received in this office by January 23, 2018, the
nomination will automatically be placed on the IHSAC agenda for the February 23, 2018 meeting in
Springfield. Your comments are welcome and a copy of your written remarks will be furnished to the IHSAC
with the nomination.
Of course, let me know if you have any questions. We look forward to your continued cooperation in this
matter.
Sincerely yours,

Andrew Heckenkamp
National Register Coordinator
217.785.4324
Enclosures
Certified Local Gov. HPC-CLG

Illinois State Historic Preservation Office Division of Historic Preservation Office of Land Management

